Synchronized Bilateral Testicular Plasmocitoma Contribution of a Case and Literature Review
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Introduction

Testicular plasmacytoma accounts for less than 2% of all plasma cell neoplasms; this is usually an autopsy finding, although it may sometimes be a manifestation of multiple myeloma and more rarely is its unique location. Only 3 cases of synchronous bilateral testicular involvement by plasmacytoma have been published in the literature. The prognosis of testicular plasmacytoma depends largely on whether or not it associates with multiple myeloma. In the latter case, the majority of patients presents progression of the disease and dies as a result of the tumor. Treatment includes orchiectomy, radio and/or chemotherapy; however the best treatment has not yet been established.

Clinical Case

A 46-year-old male patient from Orizaba, Veracruz, diagnosed with multiple myeloma type Bence-Jones, stage III-A in 2009, treated with VAD (Vincristine, Adriamycin and Dexamethasone), with adequate evolution. In 2014 it presents progressive and painless increase of both testicles, in predominance of the left side, of two months of evolution reason why it was sent to the consultation of urology.

In the physical examination we can see the left testicle with a regular volume increase, with irregular thickening of the spermatic cord that does not allow to distinguish its structures, accompanied by hydrocele. The right testicle also increased in size and consistency, with no other alterations.

Testicular tumor markers showed normal values:
LDH: 1111U (240-280)
Alpha-fetoprotein: 1.7 ng / ml.
Beta-HCG: <1.20 mIU / ml.

Testicular ultrasound reported an increase in left testicular size with a longitudinal axis of 55 mm and of 36 mm. of the right testicle. (Figure 1 and 2) Left testicle accompanied by hydrocele. Both testicular parenchyma have a heterogeneous echo graphic structure, with a brindled and irregular appearance. In the Doppler study, a significant increase in vascularization was observed in both testicular parenchymas (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Right testicle.
It was decided to perform bilateral orchiectomy with a report of pathology: a piece of orchiectomy weighed 55g on the left side and 25g on the right side, with a homogeneous tumor, brownish gray and soft, the tumor contacted with albuginea, without surpassing it, and accompanied by a serohematic hydrocele at the left-side. With bilateral testicular infiltration by neoplastic cells, with testicular parenchyma effacement due to the presence of a diffuse proliferation of plasma cells (eccentric nucleus, amphiphilic cytoplasm, cartilage nucleus) (Figure 4 and 5) Spermatic cord.

**Discussion**

Multiple myeloma is a disease characterized by aberrant production and excretion of homogeneous monoclonal proteins by a group of neoplastic plasma cells. This cell group originally proliferates in the bone marrow, subsequently invading the adjacent bone with progressive generalized skeletal involvement. Due to favorable conditions in some cases neoplastic plasma cells are present in extra-skeletal locations, then referred to as extramedullary plasmacytoma [1].
Plasmacytoma is a plasma cell tumor that affects the bone marrow or extramedullary sites. Testicular plasmacytoma was first described in 1939 and since then a little more than 60 cases have been described in the literature [2,3]. Testicular plasmacytoma cases have been described in patients between 26 and 89 years of age, with a mean age of 56, 5 years [4]. Only 3 cases of bilateral bilateral testicular involvement with plasmacytoma have been published in the literature [5]. It presents an incidence range of 0.03% to 0.1% of all primary and secondary tumors affecting the testis. Among patients with multiple myeloma, the incidence of plasmacytoma affecting the testis is 0.6% to 2.7% of the total [6,7]. In autopsy studies of patients with myeloma, extramedullary involvement of up to 65-70% has been observed [8]. Extramedullary plasmacytomas affecting the testis are extremely rare, with an incidence of 2% in all cases of plasma cell neoplasms [9]. Solitary plasmacytoma is a rare entity and represents only 6% of all plasma cell neoplasms [10,11].

Testicular plasmacytoma is usually presented as an autopsy finding that lacks clinical expression, although in some cases it may constitute a manifestation of a multiple myeloma and more uniquely be its unique location. There is rarely a clinically evident testicular enlargement, being exceptional that supposes the first manifestation of the disease. There is only testicular involvement in 2.7% of multiple myelomas with extra-medullary manifestations [12]. In half of the cases of testicular myeloma there is a previous history of plasma cell neoplasia [13].

It affects the testicular parenchyma, although occasionally it may also appear in the epididymis. It presents with painless swelling and has occasionally been described with associated hydrocele [12]. Ultrasonographically there is no specific ultrasound pattern to define the type of testicular tumor. The grayscale sonographic pattern in the testicular plasmacytoma has been shown to be homogeneous or heterogeneous, and primarily hypoechoic. When marked hypervascularity occurs in a patient with an improbable picture of orchitis, plasmacytoma should be considered as a differential diagnosis [7].

The most common differential diagnosis is with seminoma, particularly the spermatocytic variant and with lymphomas. However, the relative cellular monomorphism, together with the plasma-cell morphology, absence of intratubular growth and immunohistochemical study (positivity for kappa light chain and negativity for placental alkaline phosphatase) allow the exclusion of seminoma [4,5,11]. Lymphoma cells usually have a smaller cytoplasm, lack paranuclear halo, are frequently accompanied by sclerosis, and the immunohistochemical pattern generally shows positivity for CD20 or CD23 antigen and negativity for EMA10 [14].

Histologically, infiltration is demonstrated by the presence of atypical plasma cells. The expression of cytoplasmic monotypic immunoglobulins is objectively assessed by immunohistochemical techniques.

The standard treatment of testicular plasmacytoma is radical orchietomy. Radiation therapy and chemotherapy have not shown benefit. In the case of solitary testicular plasmacytoma, the treatment is radical orchietomy, and the effectiveness of chemo or radiotherapy treatments is still under discussion. Cases of exclusive treatment with orchietomy without recurrence have been described during short follow-up periods [15].

The prognosis of testicular plasmacytoma depends largely on whether or not it associates with a myeloma. In the latter case, the majority of patients present a worse prognosis [4]. In a review of 37 cases of multiple myeloma-related testicular plasmacytoma, I showed a postoperative survival ranging from 5 weeks to 18 months, with an average of 12 months [9].
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